
CSRD KICKSTARTER
Get ready for CSRD in ONE DAY

CSRD Kickstarter is a one-day program by and for 
professionals in the high-tech industry who want a 
thorough understanding of the Corporate 
Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) and how 
to apply it.  


CSRD Kickstarter helps you prepare for 
sustainability reporting and  implement CSRD in 
your organisation by focusing on both CSRD and 
organisational milestones. This is achieved through 
expert sessions, engaging materials and case 
studies, and lively workshops.

program SUMMARY

IMPACT

CSRD  
Kickstarter

Get ready for CSRD in ONE DAY

Make CSRD 
regulation 

easy to 
understand

Make CSRD 
implementation 

practical

Curated for 
High-Tech 
Industry

A trifold approach makes the 
uniqueCSRD Kickstarter

program BY in partnership with

Companies, from high-tech, who have to comply with the 
CSRD themselves (who are starting their CSRD journey) as 
well for companies that are influenced indirectly (via their 
customers) and would like to prepare for it. 

Individuals with a background in 
sustainability, finance, risk management, 
ESG reporting, or sustainable innovation.

Who’s the Kickstarter PROGRAM for



Program price

€ 995,- per person

Click to register

The Why, What & How of CSRD: Recognise 
impacts, risks and seize the opportunities



Create the basis: Overview of the end to end 
CSRD roadmap structured into 10 phases



CSRD and organizational milestones: 
Understand how to comply with and 
implement CSRD at each phase



Understand how CSRD relates to the 
different reporting standards



Gain a clear overview about ESRS and what 
material topics/datapoints are mandatory 
to report on



Gain insights into which material topics are 
important in the high-tech industry

Outcomes

Get ready for csrd in one day

Prepare your organisational plan for CSRD: 
Create a project plan, timelines, and 
milestones



Identify the working group needed for CSRD 
implementation



Understand the steps your organisation 
must take for the 'double materiality' 
assessment



Identifying key internal stakeholders for 
[effective] CSRD implementation



Learn from CSRD case studies - based on 
frontrunners in the high-tech industry

Outcomes

Training 
session

MorningModule 1

CSRD:  
Complete 
overview

Workshop 
session

AfternoonModule 2

Implementing 
CSRD in your 
organization

Masterclasses &  
expert sessions

Industry standards and 
case studies from the 
high-tech industry

Extensive digital 
documentation folder 
for post program use

Practical toolkits 
& workshops

What to expect

CSRD Kickstarter has been specially designed to prepare you for effective sustainability 
reporting and to seize the opportunities.

One day in-person program

On a mission to make Brainport the 

high-tech sustainability  

capital of the world. 

We’re impact builders. 

IMPACTCHOOSE YOUR PROGRAM DATES

Option 1   
May 15, 2024

Option 2  


June 4, 2024

Scan to register

www.impactx.nl/CSRD info@impactx.nl

sign up &  
kickstart your csrd journey 

https://forms.office.com/e/c7cEgczmrq

